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Abstract. Forgetting is a feasible tool for weakening knowledge bases by
focusing on the most important issues, and ignoring irrelevant, outdated,
or even inconsistent information, in order to improve the efficiency of inference, as well as resolve conflicts in the knowledge base. Also, forgetting
has connections with relevance between a variable and a formula. However, in the existing literature, the definition of relevance is “binary” –
there are only the concepts of “relevant” and “irrelevant”, and no means
to evaluate the “degree” of relevance between variables and formulas.
This paper presents a method to define the formula-variable relevance in
a quantitative way, using the tool of variable forgetting, by evaluating
the change of model set of a certain formula after forgetting a certain
variable in it. We also discuss properties, examples and one possible application of the definition.
Keywords: knowledge representation, forgetting, relevance, inconsistency.

1

Introduction

Forgetting [1] is an accessible tool for weakening formulas in knowledge bases.
Variable forgetting is the most basic form of forgetting. The concept of forgetting
has connections with the concept of independence, which is also discussed by Lin
and Reiter [1], as well as Lang, Liberatore and Marquis [2]. They have defined
the concept of independence in different approaches.
However, current approaches of defining independency only give the judgement of “dependent” or “independent”. In other words, these approaches only
give a “black or white” answer, and ignore the intermediate conditions (i.e., there
is no “greyscale”). For example, consider the two simple formulas: p ∧ q and p.
Intuitively, and by the definition presented by Lang, Liberatore and Marquis
[2], both formulas are dependent of p. However, by intuition, the latter one is
more “dependent” of p than the former one. How to characterize this “degree” of
“dependency” (or “relevance”), in order to capture the difference between, say,
the two formulas mentioned above, on a certain variable? This paper presents an
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approach, which is based on the work of Lin and Reiter [1] and the work of Lang,
Liberatore and Marquis [2], extending those ideas to the quantitative analysis
of the sets of models of formulas. The key point is to measure the change of the
set of models after forgetting. After the definition, we will discuss properties,
examples, and one possible application of it.

2

Preliminaries

This paper is based on propositional logic. Let P S be a set of propositional
variables (e.g., p, q, r, p1 , p2 , . . ., pn , . . ., etc.), and P ROPP S denotes the set of
all propositional formulas defined on the set P S. Propositional variables occuring
on the formulas in P ROPP S are all in the set P S, and there exist formulas in
P ROPP S in which only some (not all) variable(s) in P S occur(s). The language
of P ROPP S consists of the commonly used logical connectives, such as ¬, →,
∨, ∧, ↔. An interpretation is a truth-value assignment, assigning every variable
in P S a truth value from {T, F }. Here we use a subset of P S to denote an
interpretation: If a variable is in the subset, then it is assigned T , otherwise it
is assigned F . Given an interpretation ω and a formula ϕ in P ROPP S , we can
tell whether ω satisfies ϕ (denoted by ω |= ϕ, stating that ϕ is true under ω), by
the semantics of logical connectives. A model of a formula ϕ is an interpretation
in which ϕ is true. Mod(ϕ) denotes the set of models of ϕ with respect to the
variables in the set P S. We say formula φ entails formula ψ, denoted by φ |= ψ, if
Mod(φ) ⊆ Mod(ψ). We say φ and ψ are logically equivalent, denoted by φ ≡ ψ,
if Mod(φ) = Mod(ψ).
Variable forgetting on propositional logic was proposed by F. Lin and R. Reiter
[1]. Lang, Liberatore and Marquis proposed literal forgetting on propositional
logic [2]. Here we only consider the semantic definition of variable forgetting: Let
ϕ be a propositional formula, p be a variable in it, ForgetVar(ϕ, p) denotes the
result of forgetting p in ϕ, whose models can be obtained as follows:
Mod(ForgetVar(ϕ, p)) = Mod(ϕ) ∪ {Switch(ω, p) | ω |= ϕ} ,

(1)

where Switch(ω, p) means to change the truth-value assignment of p in the interpretation ω to the opposite one.

3

Formula-Variable Relevance

In this section, we define the method to evaluate formula-variable relevance in a
quantitative way. First, let us consider the models of ψi and ForgetVar(ψi , p)
under the variable set P S = {p, q}, where i is a variable for the enumeration of propositional formulas, ranging from 1 to 8. The models of ψi and
ForgetVar(ψi , p) are listed in Table 1. (Just ignore the last column of Table 1,
which will be useful later in this section.)
An intuitive idea to define the degree of formula-variable relevance RFV (ψ, p)
is using the “amount” of the increment of models (from ψ to ForgetVar(ψ, p)).
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Table 1. The models of ψi and ForgetVar(ψi , p), as well as the value of formula-variable
relevance, which is defined later in this section
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ψi
p∧q
p∨q
p
¬p
p→q
q→p
p↔q
(p ∧ q) ∨ ((¬p) ∧ q)

Mod(ψi )
{{p, q}}
{{p}, {q}, {p, q}}
{{p}}
{∅}
{∅, {q}, {p, q}}
{∅, {p}, {p, q}}
{∅, {p, q}}
{{q}, {p, q}}

Mod(ForgetVar(ψi , p))
{{p, q}, {q}}
{∅, {p}, {q}, {p, q}}
{∅, {p}}
{∅, {p}}
{∅, {p}, {q}, {p, q}}
{∅, {p}, {q}, {p, q}}
{∅, {p}, {q}, {p, q}}
{{q}, {p, q}}

RFV (ψi , p)
1/2
1/2
1
1
1/2
1/2
1
0

The underlying intuition is: if the model set of ForgetVar(ψ, p) remains unchanged or little changed comparing to the model set of ψ, it means that p is
already or almost “forgotten” in ψ, and ψ contains models in which p is true
and almost the same amount of models in which p is f alse (and these models
are almost the same of the former models in the valuation of variables except p).
In this sense, p is more irrelevant with ψ under this circumstance, because the
operation of “forgetting p in ψ” does not change the model set of ψ too much,
which means that the formula ψ itself does not have much relevance with the
variable p. An extreme condition is that the model set of ψ remain unchanged
after forgetting p, i.e. ψ ≡ ForgetVar(ψ, p). This extreme case is equivalent to
the “binary” definition of independence which is proposed in the existing literature [2]. If the model set of ForgetVar(ψ, p) changes a lot after the forgetting
operation, we can say that the formula ψ is more relevant with the variable p.
This is because the operation of forgetting does change a lot in the model set of
ψ, which could be seen as the result of the fact that ψ is more relevant with p.
The more the models change (increase), the more relevant ψ and p are.
By the above intuition, we may give a formal definition of formula-variable
relevance.
Definition 1. Let ψ be a formula in P ROPP S , p a variable occurring in ψ. The
degree of formula-variable relevance RFV (ψ, p) is defined as:
RFV (ψ, p) =

|Mod(ForgetVar(ψ, p)) \ Mod(ψ)|
.
2|P S|−1

(2)

Proposition 1. For any ψ, and p occurring in ψ,
0 ≤ RFV (ψ, p) ≤ 1 ,

(3)

and for any i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2|P S|−1 }, we can find some ψ and p, such that
RFV (ψ, p) = i/2|P S|−1.
Note that if we have a set of variables P S # such that P S # ⊇ P S, then for a
formula ψ defined on P S, and a variable p ∈ P S, we may get the same formulavariable relevance both under P S and P S # .
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Example 1. Now we have some formulas denoted by ψi , and let us consider
RFV (ψi , p) for each i. The readers may find different ψi ’s and the corresponding
results back in Table 1.
Next we show some properties of the relevance defined above.
Proposition 2. Let p be a variable in P S, and φ, ψ two formulas defined on
P S.
1.
2.
3.
4.

If
If
If
If

φ and
φ is a
p |= φ
φ |= p

ψ are logically equivalent, then RFV (φ, p) = RFV (ψ, p).
tautology or a contradiction, then RFV (φ, p) = 0.
and ¬p |= φ, then RFV (φ, p) = 0.
or φ |= ¬p, and φ is satisfiable, then RFV (φ, p) > 0.

Now let us discuss the issue on computational complexity. We propose a problem (named CountRel), which has important connections with the problem of
formula-variable relevance. CountRel is stated as follows:
– Input. A propositional formula ψ, and a variable p occuring in ψ. Let P S be
all the variables occurring in ψ.
– Output. |Mod(ForgetVar(ψ, p)) \ Mod(ψ)|.
Theorem 1. The problem CountRel is #P-complete.

4

Defining Preference among Recoveries with
Formula-Variable Relevance

Lang and Marquis [3,4] presented a method to resolve inconsistencies of a given
knowledge base via variable forgetting. As we know, it is a common thing that
inconsistencies may occur in a knowledge base due to different sources of knowledge or different views of the world for each person. In classical logics, if inconsistency lies in a belief set, then ex falso quodlibet occurs, which means that, all the
well-formed formulas are theorems of the formal system. Obviously this is meaningless and the formal logic system becomes useless. To avoid this, researchers
developed several means for inconsistency tolerance [5].
As one possible approach to resolve inconsistency, Lang and Marquis [3,4]
proposed a concept called recovery, which is based on the concept of forgetting
vector, and it plays a key role in the whole process. A forgetting vector is a vector
whose items are sets of variables which are to be forgotten in each formula in the
belief base, satisfying a certain forgetting context. For the notations, a forgetting
vector is V = (V1 , . . . , Vn ), where Vi is a set of variables to be forgotten in
φi , and φi is a formula in belief set B (all the formulas in B could be listed
as φ1 , φ2 . . . φn ). The set of all forgetting vectors for a knowledge base B given
a forgetting context C is denoted as FC (B). A recovery for a knowledge base
under a certain forgetting context is a forgetting vector after “forgetting” which
the knowledge base is consistent. For the details, the readers may refer to the
original paper by Lang and Marquis [3,4].
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Then a problem occurs: For a certain (inconsistent) knowledge base, there may
be various recoveries. The authors state that we can define a kind of preference
relation among recoveries. The preference relation is a kind of binary relations.
There are many ways to define the preference relation, reflecting different views
of which vector of variable sets to “forget”.
Hereby we can apply the formula-variable relevance defined in the previous
part of this paper to this circumstance. The idea is to “forget” the vector of
variable sets which is least relevant to the formulas in the belief set.
To define the preference relation, we firstly define a ranking function according
to formula-variable relevance. The idea is that for each element (variable set)
of the forgetting vector, we evaluate the relevance between the corresponding
source of knowledge (φi ), and each variable in the variable set, then add them
together.
Definition 2.
RankB (V ) =

n !
!

RFV (φi , v) ,

(4)

i=1 v∈Vi

where B = (φ1 , . . . , φn ), V = (V1 , . . . , Vn ).
Now we have the ranking function, then the definition of preference relation is
straightforward.
Definition 3. The preference relation among forgetting vectors, based on
formula-variable relevance, denoted by +Rel , is defined as follows:
V +Rel V ! if and only if RankB (V ) ≤ RankB (V ! ) .

(5)

Lang and Marquis [3,4] mentioned a property named monotonicity. The preference relation defined above satisfies this property.
Proposition 3. +Rel satisfies monotonicity, i.e. for all V , V ! ∈ FC (B),
if V ⊆p V ! , then V +Rel V ! .
Note: V ⊆p V ! means that for all i, Vi ⊆ Vi# .
Example 2. Let us come to an example which was stated in the papers of Lang
and Marquis [3,4]. It is an example of building tennis court and/or swimming
pool. The knowledge base (which is inconsistent) and the forgetting context are
given as follows [3,4], where “⊕” is the “xor” connective, and formulas with this
connective can be easily transformed to an equivalent formula only with the five
basic connectives (¬, →, ∨, ∧, ↔):
– φ1 = (s → (sr ⊕sb ))∧(¬s → ¬sr ∧¬sb )∧(c2 ↔ (s∧t))∧(c1 ↔ (s⊕t))∧(c0 ↔
(¬s ∧ ¬t));
– φ2 = (c0 ∨ c1 ) ∧ (s → sr );
– φ3 = (s ∨ t) ∧ (s → sb );
– φ4 = s;
– φ5 = s ∧ t;
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– The forgetting context C is the conjunction of the following formulas (where
f orget(x, i) means that atom x may be forgotten in φi , and V ar(φ) is all
the variables occuring in φ):
"
1. x∈V ar(φ1 ) ¬f orget(x, 1);
"5
2. i=2 (f orget(s, i) → f orget(sr , i)) ∧ (f orget(sr , i) ↔ f orget(sb , i)) ∧
(f orget(c0 , i) ↔ f orget(c1 , i)) ∧ (f orget(c1 , i) ↔ f orget(c2 , i)).
In this example, in order to restore consistency, the authors gave 9 possible
forgetting vectors as recoveries, which are listed in Table 2. Actually, we can
choose any of them in order to resolve inconsistency. However, the preference
defined by formula-variable relevance can give a criteria for choosing recovery. For
the knowledge base B and the recoveries V 1 to V 9 , we may compute RankB (V i )
for each i, which is listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Different recoveries and the corresponding ranking values
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Vi
&∅, {s, sb , sr }, {s, sb , sr }, {s, sb , sr }, {s, sb , sr }'
&∅, {t, sb , sr }, {t, sb , sr }, {t, sb , sr }, {t, sb , sr }'
&∅, {c0 , c1 , c2 , sb , sr }, {c0 , c1 , c2 , sb , sr }, {c0 , c1 , c2 , sb , sr },
{c0 , c1 , c2 , sb , sr }'
&∅, {sb , sr }, {sb , sr }, ∅, {t}'
&∅, {c0 , c1 , c2 }, {sb , sr }, ∅, ∅'
&∅, {sb , sr }, ∅, ∅, {t}'
&∅, ∅, ∅, {s, sb , sr }, {s, sb , sr }'
&∅, {c0 , c1 , c2 , sb , sr }, ∅, ∅, ∅'
&∅, ∅, {sb , sr }, ∅, {t}'

RankB (V i )
13/4
15/8
13/8
11/8
5/4
7/8
3/2
9/8
1

According to our criteria, we should choose the recovery V 6 . Actually, we
implemented a computer program computing formula-variable relevance.

5

Related Work and Conclusions

In the existing literature, relevance between a variable and a formula is concerned, but in a “binary” way, i.e., there are only two cases – “relevant” and
“irrelevant”, not concerning the measurement of the “degree” of relevance. For
example, Lang, Liberatore and Marquis [2] defined various kinds of Literal/Variable-independence, and the authors also showed the connections between
independence and forgetting. In the paper where forgetting was firstly proposed
in the field of artificial intelligence [1], Lin and Reiter defined a kind of irrelevance
as follows: Let ϕ be a propositional formula, q a query, and p a ground atom,
then we say that p in ϕ is irrelevant for answering q iff ϕ and ForgetVar(ϕ, p)
are equivalent w.r.t. q. This definition is based on relevance with respect to a
certain query q.
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Our work is inspired by the independence defined in the existing literature
above, and adds quantitative measurement of formula-variable relevance.
In conclusion, our paper, based on the traditional idea of forgetting and relevance, proposed an approach to evaluate how relevant a variable and a formula are. Also, we have applied this approach to define preference relations in
a forgetting-based approach of inconsistency resolving in the existing literature.
For the future work, note that Lang, Liberatore and Marquis [2] discussed
literal forgetting, and also, Xu and Lin [6] discussed formula forgetting. We may
employ the methods in these papers to define “formula-literal relevance” and the
relevance between formulas. Another noticeable issue is that forgetting has been
defined in other logics [7,8,9]. Quantitatively defining relevance by forgetting in
these logics is a topic worth studying.
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